2020 COUNTY ROAD J AND SPOT PAVING
Project #5-2020
Request For Clarification During Bid Process

Date

1

2

4/15/20

4/23/20

Contractor

Submitter

Question

Response

Gerken Paving

John

In the Spot Paving portion, all of the SS823 Surface Course items have an “*” included in the
description, I cannot find a “*” note. What does this refer to?

Nothing, Asterisk will be removed from Bid Forms. This and changes below will be addressed in a
future Addendum

Gerken Paving

John

The Spot Paving portion, including the Center Twp. portion, does not include Tack Coat
items, where is the Tack Coat paid?

Items 13a thru 17a Include Tack cost in the Asphalt Cost. Note will be added to the bid form.

Gerken Paving

John

The Rd J section includes a Ref #5 407 Tack Coat, is K‐Teck NT Trackless Tack an acceptable
option in this section as well in the Spot Paving section wherever the tack is paid for in
that section?

Gerken Paving

John

Ref #17a – Special – Thinlay includes “As Per Plan” in the description; what does the “As Per
Plan” indicate?

As Per Plan will be removed from the bid form.

Gerken Paving

John

On Co Rd A, Ref #13a – there are a significant number of potholes on this road; will these be
filled by others?

Yes, Williams County will fill the holes.

Gerken Paving

John

On Co Rd A, Ref #13a – 1.75” of SS823 is specified; due to the existing grade differentials,
should this be split into a ½” to ¾” scratch and 1.0” to 1.25” surface with a 1.75” avg?

Gerken Paving

John

Does the Estimate include the 10% for contingencies?

Gerken Paving

John

On Center Twp, Sunrise Sub, Ref #17a, there is significant amounts of crack seal; is this crack
The Township advises that all of the crack seal on Sunrise is the same material that has been used on
seal type used susceptible to expansion with the heat of the asphalt placed on it? If so or
the two previous "Thinlay Projects", with good results. Township believes the results will be similar on
unknown, since this road is only a 1” overlay, should a thin milling item be included to
this project.
remove the crack seal material?

Gerken Paving

John

On Center Twp, Sunrise Sub, Ref #17a, there are some hard surface mailbox approaches
other than asphalt along with some significant pavement stress next to these locations;
what will happen at these hard surface locations and how will the pavement repairs be
handled?

The K-Tech NT Trackless is an approved option for Bid Item 5 and any other Tack Work.

Bid Form will be revised to include .50" scratch and 1.25 surface courses.

Yes, Estimate will be revised in future Addendum

The Township plan is to pave straight though and not "kick out" for drives or mailboxes. The Township
will follow the paving with any necessary berm back up. Additional quantity will be added to Item 17a
for scratch work on Sunrise Drive prior paving as directed by the Township.

